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Introduction:  A quite unique event happened on 

October 6, 2008 when the small asteroid TC3 was dis-
covered by the automated Catalina Sky Survey tele-
scope and subsequenty impacted the Earth’s surface 
over the desert of Northern Sudan [1]. Dedicated 
search in the area recovered a total of several hundred 
fragments that were assigned the meteorite name Al-
mahata Sitta [2]. Almahata Sitta has been classified as 
an anomalous polymict ureilite [1, 2]. A special char-
acteristic is the wide range of textures and albedoes for 
the individual fragments [3]. 

We report results for noble gases in two small sam-
ples (~ 15 mg) from two fragments, #1 and #47 of 
quite different appearance. #47 is dominated by olivine 
according to Mid-IR transmission spectra by [3] and is 
slightly terrestrially weathered [4]. 

Experimental  Noble gases were analyzed by stan-
dard analytical techniques (e.g., [5]), with gas extrac-
tion in three temperature steps (600, 1000, 1800 °C).  

Cosmogenic gases:  Data for He and Ne are sum-
marized in Table 1. 3-He and the Ne isotopes are es-
sentially of pure cosmogenic origin, and unlike in 
other polymict ureilites [6], there is no evidence for 
presence of implanted solar wind gases. 

 3He 4He 22Ne 20Ne/22Ne 21Ne/22Ne 
#1 14.3 

± 0.4 
118 
± 3 

5.20 
± 0.07 

0.8572 
± 0.0041 

0.8959 
± 0.0051 

#47 25.2 
± 0.5 

230 
± 5 

7.40 
± 0.11 

1.0041 
± 0.0045 

0.9278 
± 0.0057 

Table 1. He and Ne results (abundances in 10-8 cc/g ). 

Production rate systematics for ureilites is less well 
established than that for chondrites. For our calcula-
tions and in order to facilitate comparison with the 
literature data summarized in [6], we followed the ap-
proach of these authors, i.e. used the shielding correc-
tion derived for diogenites by [7]. Chemical composi-
tions were taken from [8] and [9]; a few elements not 
available there were taken from the average ureilite 
abundances given by [6]. 

Nominal 3He CRE ages derived in this manner are 
8.8 Ma for fragment #1 and 15.1 Ma for #47. Corre-
sponding ages based on 21Ne are quite consistent with 
each other at 12.4 and 12.3 Ma. Apparently #1 has lost 
a significant fraction of cosmogenic He. This is also 
obvious in its position in the Bern-type plot of 
3He/21Necos vs. (22Ne/21Ne)cos shown in Fig. 1. The plot 

also shows that #47 was irradiated in a rather shielded 
position in line with large meteoroid size. 
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Fig. 1. Bern type plot of cosmogenic He and Ne. 
Shown are both the original Bern line [10] valid for 
chondritic meteorites as well as the relation derived for 
diogenites [7]. 

CRE ages based on 21Ne and using the approach 
developed for ureilites by [11] are slightly higher at 
13.2 and 14.2 Ma for #1 and #47, respectively. Cos-
mogenic 38Ar is clearly visible in Alma #1 only, which 
has ~5x less trapped Ar than #47 (Table 2). A nominal 
exposure age based on Ar – again following [6] – is 
8.4 Ma. Overall, the CRE age for Almahata Sitta is not 
unusual for an ureilite (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. CRE age of Almahata Sitta specimens com-
pared with ureilite CRE ages compiled by [6]. 

Trapped gases:  Both specimens, in particular 
#47, contain abundant trapped heavy noble gases (Ta-
ble 2). Combined with the marginal only evidence for 
trapped He and Ne, this is characteristic for ureilites 
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(e.g., [6, 12]). Compared to other ureilites, Alma #1 
lies in the lower abundance range, while #47 is compa-
rably “average” (Fig. 3).  

 36Ar 84Kr 132Xe 
#1 23.8 

± 0.6 
0.183 

± 0.006 
0.250 

± 0.007 
#47 115.4 

± 2.8 
2.399 

± 0.066 
1.936 

± 0.047 
Table 2. Abundances  of 36Ar, 84Kr and 132Xe in frag-
ments of Almahata Sitta (units: 10-8 cc/g ). 

 
Fig. 3. Abundances of 36Ar and 84Kr vs. 132Xe abun-
dance for Almahata Sitta #1 and #47 compared with 
literature data for ureilites. 

 
Fi.g 4. Abundance ratio 36Ar/132Xe vs. 84Kr/132Xe in 
Almahata Sitta compared with literature data for bulk 
ureilites as well as chemical residues. 

A further characteristic of trapped noble gases in 
ureilites is the large range in elemental abundance ra-
tios. In a plot of 36Ar/132Xe vs. 84Kr/132Xe Almahata 

Sitta #1 (ratios are 95 and 0.73, resp.) lies at the low 
end of the main population (i.e. not counting excep-
tional ALH 82130), while #47 (60 and 1.24) has a low 
Ar/Xe ratio, accompanied by comparably high Kr/Xe. 

Trapped noble gases in ureilites bear resemblance 
in their elemental and isotopic abundance patterns to 
phase Q, the major carrier of noble gases in primitive 
carbonaceous and unequilibrated ordinary chondrites 
[6, 13, 14]. Xe isotopic compositions observed in 
ureilites appear to be quite uniform [6], and data for 
Almahata #47 are indeed similar to the average ureilite 
Xe of [12]. In contrast, our data for Almahata Sitta #1 
indicate a small relative depletion of isotopes 131, 134 
and 136 relative to 132Xe (Fig. 5). This will, however, 
require confirmation. 
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Fig. 5. Xe isotopic composition in Almahata Sitta sam-
ples compared with average ureilite Xe [12, 14]. 
Shown are deviations (in ‰) from solar wind Xe [15]. 
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